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COURSE DESCRIPTION

Punk  shows,  political demonstrations, and improvisational concerts are examples of events where 

the visual, physical, and graphic are all at play.  This course  will  explore the mechanics and 

aesthetics of scoring, organizing  and executing participatory artworks. Students are expected to 

plan,  design,  host and document events on Ox-Bow’s property using the site, buildings, and 

grounds.  The seminar  is designed to be an action in and of itself while also looking  at the historical 

precedent  of performances,  happenings, and other participatory actions. The seminar  will be co- 

facilitated by Kamau  Amu Patton, Assistant Professor,  department of Visual and Critical Studies, 

SAIC and Jon Santos of Common Space and founder of ONTOPO. Students working within the 

genres of installation,  performance, design, movement, and sound  are strongly encouraged to 

enroll. 

OVERVIEW

This class will provide a conceptual framework,  production time and a platform for creating and 

exhibiting  projects  that posit new modes  of thinking and production  specific  to each student and 

their practice. The exhibition and presentation of the works will be in the form of an event that 

spans 12 hours from day to night and if possible, will  have the feel of a small-scale festival open to 

the public. 

GOALS

Students are expected to contribute an experience based work (performance, culinary, curated 

project, arts and crafts, design  build,  workshop, site based installation, etc.) during an event that 

will take place  on the last  day of the session  and will be open to the public.  It is our hope that 

students explore new mediums and expand their  practice: Painters should make  music or  video, 

writers should perform,  designers  should cook, etc. Though if a performer  chooses to perform, that 

is ok too.  The  goal is  to create a multi-sensory, multi-disciplinary party that merges  production 

with exhibition: work with play: design  with art: performer with audience: etc. 
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CLASS STRUCTURE

Each session will be loosely divided up in three modes:  Presentation, discussion and production 

(labtime / studio work). This intensive will combine critical thinking / reading / and studio practive 

so while there will be reading and discussion, there should be an equal amount of lab time. 1 

CLASS SCHEDULE 

1. MONDAY JAN 8: Course Introduction

a. Discussion and Presentation: Instructors and Students introduce themselves,

background, specialties, areas of interest, etc. Kamau TBD Presentation. Santos

Ontopo (2012-17), Rave Labor, Social Mirroring

b. Lab: Santos will give an overview of Adobe Creative Suite tools required to make

presentations

i. Site Explore Explore Oxbow

ii. Students define space and it’s interpretation

2. TUESDAY JAN 9: Discussion: History & Context

i. Presentation: Students and instructors will present examples of Contemporary art,

New Genre, Healing Modalities, Happenings, Music Shows, Rave parties, festivals,

punk shows.

ii. Discussion: Participatory Art

iii. “Human cultural systems, like the systems of the planet on which we live,

maintain themselves through the use of available environmental resources

to propel the continuous, coordinated motion of their components.” Human

beings tend toward participation in the systems we create- to behave as one

and to become part of a collectively formed entity. The most effective of

vernacular participatory structures, participatory art and design engage

participants as partners in participatory projects thus convey a sense of

belonging. Human beings have a participatory mindset. This class will

survey a range of participatory projects and collaborative practice. We will

focus on the topics of authorship, context, risk, and uncertainty, towards the

design of temporary and long-term projects which are social and focus on

community engagement. “ - Kamau Amu Patton Participation and Self-

Organization
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b. Lab: Santos will give an overview of grids and typographic design, basic concepts

and work methods.

3. WEDNESDAY  JAN 10: Nature and Topology

a. Presentation: Students and instructors will present examples of site based works

where the intended use of the space is modified, enhanced or becomes an

intervention. Earthworks, Burning Man, Black Mountain College, Ambient Church.

b. Discussion: “The schemata of the landscape level are formed through the

interaction of man’s activities with topography, vegetation, and climate. The same

landscape, thus, is in some sense different for the farmer, the miner, the tourist,

without, thought becoming entirely different, As any landscape offers a limited

range of possibilities for orientation and identification, we may say that it has a

certain capacity determined by its structural properties. These structural properties

ought to be described in terms of places paths and domains.”- ES&A pg 28

c. Reading:

i. Design With Nature, The Naturalists. pgs. 117- 125. Ian L. Mcharg,

ii. Patterns, The Self- Made Tapestry, Pattern Formation in Nature, Philip Ball

iii. Communities, The Self- Made Tapestry, Pattern Formation in Nature, Philip

Ball

d. Participation as Action

i. “Performative beauty is intrinsically related to action and acts. An act as tri

partitions into the psychophysiological level of to do, the agential level of to

act, and the conceptual level of to perform”- PBPA&C p.viii, preface

ii. “Interaction and interactivity have become but one means of creation and

expression alongside any others. But seen from the art recipient’s

perspective, interactive art demands active participation and agency that

becomes a poetic constituent of the art piece itself. Interaction and

participation elicit different actualizations of the same piece.” PBPA&C p.2

introduction

e. Lab: Santos will give an overview of presentation flow, using photographs and

storytelling with  Adobe Indesign.

4. THURSDAY  JAN 11: The Concept of an Act
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a. Presentation: Students and instructors will present the mode of performance they

wish to contribute to the happening.

b. Discussion: In participatory art, the participant neither exclusively focuses on the

aesthetic output of the interactive system (sound, music. text, graphics, etc. ) nor on

the participant herself as being an actor an observer; instead act unfolds as an

interaction between a subject (the participant) and an algorithmic system or a

mediated other. The participant’s and the system’s (inter) actions unavoidably play

a crucial part in the judgement of whether the participatory artwork offers beautiful

experiences”. PBPA&C p9 introduction

c. Reading:

i. Performing Beauty in Participatory Art and Culture, Falk Heinrich

ii. Chapter  4: To Do: “the doings of the participant form the most basic level

of sense perception”.

iii. Chapter 5: To Act: “Intentional acts always contain an immediate purpose

that validates agency”.

iv. Chapter 6 : To Perform:  “The beauty of to perform must be understood as

a reflective judgement that brings together perceptual aspects of to do and

the experience of interactional flow of to act. The level of to perform, is

absolutely indispensable for the sentiment of performative beauty”.

d. Production

i. Students create a document that outlines what their contributed work will

be, its duration, location and materials / things needed to execute

ii. Instructors sequence the student work into a “happening”

iii. Determine methods for the logistics of executing the “happening”:

marketing, promotion, execution and documentation.

5. FRIDAY  JAN 12: Authorship

a. Discussion: Is the work you’d like to contribute a curated work, original work,

re-enactment, etc?

b. Reading:

i. A Summary on the Characteristics of Scores, World Events, Perspectives on

Verbal Notation, John Lely na d James Saunders
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ii. On the Use of Grammar in Verbal Notation, World Events, Perspectives on

Verbal Notation, John Lely na d James Saunders

6. MONDAY  JAN 15: Social Processes

a. Discussion: “Space is a dimension of human existence rather than a dimension of

thought or perception.” ESA pg. 14

b. Reading:

i. Informal Markets, Informal Market Worlds Reader, The Architecture of

Economic Pressure, Mortenbock, Helge, Mooshammer, Cruz, Fonna, Forman

ii. Part II, Global Informality Informal Market Worlds Reader, The Architecture

of Economic Pressure, Mortenbock, Helge, Mooshammer, Cruz, Fonna,

Forman

7. TUESDAY  JAN 16: Risk

a. Discussion : “The postmodern vision of cultural hegemony, I believe, wants to

eliminate all absences, including its own catastrophic lack of an oppositional or

hermeneutic praxis. It stimulates its own  invisibility since as a theory it collapses into

the self- referential postmodern diffusion of forms and surfaces which it describes,

and it  imitates the all consuming mass- cultural production of a perpetual present”-

Invisible Cities/ Transcultural Images, Johannes Birringer

b. Reading

1. Participation and Risky Trade- offs, Participation is Risky, Approaches

to Joint Creative Processes, Lisbeth Huybrechts (ed.)

2. Participation and Hybridity, Participation is Risky, Approaches to

Joint Creative Processes, Lisbeth Huybrechts (ed.)

3. Participation and Generativity, Participation is Risky, Approaches to

Joint Creative Processes, Lisbeth Huybrechts (ed.)

8. WEDNESDAY  JAN 17: Communication / Rhizome/ Meme

a. Discussion: “Space is the sum of successive perceptions of places.” ESA pg 14

“We do not simply perceive a world which is common to all of us, but different

worlds which are a product of our motivations and past experience”- NS, ESA pg. 10;

Intentions in Architecture 1963, pg.27
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b. Reading:

i. Performing Beauty in Participatory Art and Culture , Chapter 7: The Beauty of

Acts, Falk Heinrich

ii. Theorizing A-Life, Art and Culture, Metacreation, Art and Artificial Life,

Mitchell Whitelaw

iii. Communication, Participation, Exploitation, (In)  Visible, Learning to Act in

the Metaverse, Stefan Sonvilla- Weiss

iv. Closed Worlds

1. Buckminster Fuller, Neil Armstrong, Jacques Cousteu, Walt Disney:

Epcot Center, (Experimental Prototype Community of Tomorrow)

2. Ecosystems & Closed Systems: Architecture of uprootedness: closed

of to society: existential separation of an individual from the world at

large

v. OuterSpace vs. InnerSpace

9. THURSDAY  JAN 18: Audience, Context, Theater

a. Discussion: “Depending on what is important to them, each culture establishes its

own spatial/ temporal conventions. And for the people of each culture, their own

physical and conceptual structuring of space-time is such an integral part of their

work and their world view that it seems both obvious and natural.”

i. DIY methodology

1. Creating community within your means

2. Symbolism and Form: the preservation

b. Reading:

i. Forward,   Self-Organized, Stine Herbert & Anne Sefer Carlsen (Eds.)

ii. On De- Organization, Self-Organized, Stine Herbert & Anne Sefer Carlsen (Eds.)

iii. There is No Alternative: The Future is (Self -) Organized Part 2,

Self-Organized, Stine Herbert & Anne Sefer Carlsen (Eds.)

iv. Impact on the Audience…, Mass Media & Society, Alan Wells

v. Mass Media and Communication Processes in the Detroit Riot of 1967, Mass

Media & Society, Alan Wells

c. Lab: Begin Production
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i. Where works are created: the separation between the artist studio and the

exhibition / performance space

10. FRIDAY JANUARY 19TH: Fictionalization

a. Discussion: Q: How does one “hear the grass grow”?

A: ...listen for repetitions… become sensitive to repetitions. There is

an African proverb which states that when you start writing down 

your poems you’ve forgotten how to dance. Performance in the 

Fourth World. An Interview with Ulla Ryum by Per Brask 

b. Reading:

i. Expedition Robinson, Reality TV and the History of the Social Experiment

History of Participatory Media, Politics and Publics, 1750- 2000, Per

Wisselgren

ii. Towards a Policy of Forms, Relational Aesthetics, Nicolas Bourriaud

11. ONTOPO  EVENT

a. Present  site based work to public as an artwork to experience. 
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